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The “Headline”

● The crisis in local news is real…and 
it’s getting worse.

● Solutions are taking shape around 
the country.

● This is a critical moment for 
Oregon to take action that can 
measurably strengthen local news 
around our state.

"As local newsrooms have disappeared 
across America, communities have 
witnessed fading civic engagement, 
eroding social bonds, surging 
misinformation, and dwindling 
governmental accountability...."



1. Research demonstrates the connection 
between robust local news and levels of 
civic engagement, polarization, and 
corruption.

2. Oregonians – especially in rural and 
marginalized communities – are 
unequally served by local news.

3. A main reason Oregonians say they 
don't trust the media is lack of local 
coverage.

https://agorajournalism.center/newsecosystem22/


State & Local Efforts
S ource: R ebuild Local News

https://www.rebuildlocalnews.org/


Efforts
by our 
Neighboring 
States

WASHINGTON
• $2.4 million over two years to 
support 8 journalists a year, paid 
$55,000 each, through a fellowship 
program to be run by W as hington 
State University.

CALIFORNIA
• $25 million over three years to 
University of C alifornia - Berkeley
to provide fellowships to at least 40 
reporters placed in local 
newsrooms around the state (2022)
• Allocate a portion of state 
advertising dollars to local, ethnic 
media as well as setting up a grant 
program for ethnic media (2023)



Press Forward: Funding Priorities on advancing public policy

https://www.pressforward.news/
https://www.pressforward.news/


“We have a moment to support the 
reimagination, revitalization, and rapid 

development of local news.”

— MacArthur Foundation, August 2023



“There is a growing movement of community-
focused journalism across the nation that is 

shifting how the critical stories of our time are 
being told.”

https://www.pressforward.news/


Community Listening Sessions

HERMISTON

LA PINE

ASHLAND



“Journalists actively seek to build 
trust and credibility by listening 
to community concerns, directly 

addressing their known 
questions, and providing 

accurate and reliable 
information that is useful and 

actionable.”

https://agorajournalism.center/research/redefining-news-a-manifesto-for-community-centered-journalism/




Agora Journalism Center is poised to…

1. Continue to assess the health of information 
ecosystems in Oregon and research public 
policy solutions across the country

2. Develop and promote models of journalism 
that matters to communities

3. Convene a coalition to rebuild robust local 
news and information for all Oregonians

INDUSTRY

PHILANTHROPY PUBLIC
POLICY



Thank You!
Agora Journalism Center, agora.uoregon.edu

Andrew DeVigal, Director, adevigal@uoregon.edu
Regina Lawrence, Research Director, rgl@uoregon.edu

https://agora.uoregon.edu/
mailto:adevigal@uoregon.edu
mailto:rgl@uoregon.edu
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